
Media futures: privacy, behavioural advertising, Phorm
The WWW was 20 years old on Friday 13th March. Three themes
1. Media
Peter Bazalgette: Who needs digital privacy? “Embracing these tools may be the only way to 
save the media from bankruptcy.” http://bit.ly/yj4hG
Also in Media Revolution TV programme.

2. The web and trust
Tim Berners-Lee on snooping
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk_politics/7936625.stm
http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2009/mar/12/tim-berners-lee-privacy-protection
"It is essential to have absolute clarity that it is illegal."

3. Regulation Proposed  Digital Rights Agency download the proposal and read the 
press release from the Intellectual Property Office.

Comment http://writetoreply.org/strawman/

Opportunity or threat? Para 4 http://bit.ly/XKYX and 5,6,7,8

---------------------------------------

Facebook, Beacon, opt-in and opt-out permissions. Nobody reads license agreements. 
Facebook business model, valuation.

10 Privacy Settings Every Facebook User Should Know http://bit.ly/16QFbp

Google vs Phorm
Google serves up behavioural ads
The system uses a cookie - a small piece of text that lives inside a web browser - to track 
users as they visit different websites that show ads through its AdSense program.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/7937201.stm

Privacy Law and Online Advertising: Legal Analysis of Data Gathering By Online 
Advertisers Such As Double Click and NebuAd Congressional Report January 16, 2009
http://opencrs.com/document/RL34693
Explains persistent cookies.
Note: US legislation differs from EU on privacy, advertising, data protection.

Introducing Phorm http://www.phorm.com/

UK government responds on Phorm September 2008
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/7619297.stm



Lord Carter supports Phorm
http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/pda/2009/mar/11/phorm-timbernerslee
But not net neutrality. Consistent with universal service?

As does Ed Richards CEO of OFCOM as a way to fund investment in fast broadband
 http://bit.ly/16qWfa

Phorm CEO clashes with Tim Berners-Lee, The Register http://bit.ly/kwTh
The Register tracks Phorm concerns here http://bit.ly/5YEfY
New Media Age reports TBL, Phorm, read the comments http://bit.ly/QSbfv
Out-law reports on criticism of Internet Advertising Bureau guidelines http://bit.ly/m3BUZ

Who is watching you online? http://bit.ly/161ZLL

Professionally produced content has to be paid for, somehow. A trade-off between privacy 
and content, (or privacy and broadband speeds) is being proposed as the only way to 
preserve professional programme making. Is this acceptable? Are there alternatives?

Would the kind of  Rights Agency proposed be a good foundation for new content 
industries ? Does protecting the copyright of current rights owners encourage innovation? 
How likely is the Agency to succeed, in its’ own terms, in deterring copyright infringement 
through file sharing?

Questions:
Q: Is it acceptable to exchange internet privacy for web content (television, publishing)? Who 
should make that decision?

Q: As part of the Digital Britain report Lord Carter proposes a Digital Rights Agency to 
resolve copyright issues faced by the creative industries. Is this the right approach?

Wikipedia Reference
Net neutrality http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_neutrality
Deep packet inspection http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_packet_inspection

Privacy International
Information Commissioner's Office
Internet Advertising Bureau
EFF Surveillance Self Defence education https://ssd.eff.org/
Open Rights Group http://www.openrightsgroup.org/
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